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 safe. You do not require to be connected with an
 educational institution, but you will have to do withoat
 an audience. As to your practices, the only way to
 avoid being mistaken for an audience paying for admission
 is for the practisers to stop their ears with red tape or some
 other suitable material. There is no escape otherwise for
 their subscriptions.-Yours, &c.,

 GEORGE M. COTTON.

 'OPERA IN ENGLAND'

 SIR,-Mr. Francis E. Barrett, writing in your July issue
 on 'Opera in England,' states that the failure of opera' in
 England is due to the fact that up to the present time such
 operas contain nothing that marks them as being British,
 and that it is British flavour that is wanted.

 May it be pointed out that there is in existence a work
 written by the first composer of our times with all the British
 flavour that can be desired both in story and in music ? I
 refer to 'Caractacus,' by Sir Edward Elgar. With a very
 few changes in the text so as to improve the action this
 work could be made into one of the most successful of operas.
 It contains some of the finest music from the composer's
 pen, and successful as it has been in concert form, I feel
 sure that on the operatic stage it would be still more so. I
 hope that one of the numerous opera companies will give
 this matter serious consideration. -Yours, &c.,

 New York, July 16, 1920. H. W. GRAY.

 THE ARTISTIC VALUES OF OPERA

 SIR,-In his courteous remarks with reference to my
 article, Mr. A. Keay has wandered a little from my subject.
 He asserts that, while 'Instruments may charm the senses,'
 the human voice touches listeners far more profoundly.
 Yet I do not think many musicians would rank the
 symphony lower than the opera or oratorio, as a means of
 touching something more than the senses. I do not forget
 that the religious significance of oratorio has its own very
 profound appeal to many; yet this is something quite apart
 from 'artistic values' and explores another field. Mr. Keay
 says that 'Uncertainty as to a composer's intention may or
 may not be an advantage.' I quite agree; it does not
 greatly matter; what matters is the hearer's interpretation.
 He says further that the 'Message of vocal music is not in
 doubt.' That surely is its limitation. And what will he
 say of songs or operas whose words are worthless? Must
 the music necessarily be worthless also? With regard to
 Wagner, do we chiefly think of that composer as a writer of
 vocal music? Is it not his orchestration, mainly, that
 preserves him ?

 Mr. Keay suggests that I must be 'an instrumentalist.'
 May I without offence suggest that he is a devotee df
 'programme music ' ?-Yours, &c.,

 ARTHUR L. SALMON.

 GLASTONBURY FESTIVAL SCHOOL APPEAL

 SIR,-In response to the appeal contained in the letter of
 Sir Edward Elgar and Sir Henry Hadow, we beg to
 announce that over Ji1,Ioo towards the minimum then
 required has been received or promised since the public
 meeting held at Glastonbury on August 18. Thus a further
 sum of only ?1,400 is now required for the current
 expenses and theatre fund. This sum must be raised by
 September 29 if the Festival is to be saved.

 We should like to take this opportunity of saying that a
 Glastonbury Festival Association has been formed for Great
 Britain, the Dominions, and the United States of America,
 with a minimum annual subscription of 5s. Associates will
 receive all free literature, and early intimation of events
 connected with the work. Full particulars of this
 Association may be obtained from Miss Edith Percy, High
 Street, Glastonbury.

 We earnestly ask the public to come forward and help us
 by raising the small sum of ?1,400 to save the Glastonbury
 Festival School. Unless this is done it must come to an
 end this autumn.

 Subscriptions for the two funds should be sent to the
 treasurer, Mr. Roger Clark, Street, Somerset, and marked
 'School' or 'Theatre' Fund according to the intention of
 the giver.-Yours, &c.,

 RUTLAND BOUGHTON, Director.
 P. NAPIER MILES, CChairman of

 the Executive Committee.
 ROGER CLARK, Hon. Treasurer.

 Glastonbury, Somerset.
 September 5, 1920.

 [Although this letter appears a few days after the date on
 which the fund is apparently to be closed-September 29-
 we insert it in the hope that it may still be of benefit to
 this deserving cause.-Ed., AL. T.]

 SHALL WE RETAIN THE BAR?

 SIR,-With regard to retaining the bar I think Mr.
 A. L. Salmon in his admirable article has omitted one
 consideration of value. There can be little doubt that past
 composers have used the bar in complete consciousness of
 all that it implies in accent and rhythm; and they had
 belief that those implications would control interpretation.
 The bar was thus a sort of anchorage for the composer's
 trust in the effects his work would produce; but a barless
 method would be more like shifting sand, which would lend
 itself, by its lack of restriction, to the wildest interpretation,
 whilst shielding inept performance. At the best it wohld
 allow music written with definite aim to become all things
 to all men, if that is an advantage; but it would secure no
 safe-conduct for a composer's message from himself to his
 audience. -Yours, &c., F. C. TILNEY.

 September 9, 1920.

 A PROGRAMME FOR RACHMANINOV'S
 'PRELUDE'

 SIR,-Referring to your reply to correspondent ' W. Smith'
 in September number regarding Rachmaninov's Prelude in
 C sharp minor, I have an edition of this composition with
 an introductory note. It reads as follows:

 'The scene is Moscow, the proud, the vanquished,
 in the midst of its illimitable snow-clad plains, in the
 first depressing gloom of the long winter night; its
 desolate streets resounding to the stern tread of
 Napoleon's victorious troops: Moscow, suddenly ablaze
 in every part, the torch applied by the hands of its
 fiercely sullen inhabitants; its costly palaces, its cosy
 homes, its vast accumulation of military stores con-
 suming to ashes, and Napoleon's long cherished, all but
 fulfilled hope of safety and comfort for his vast army
 through the long winter, on which he has staked his all,
 going up in smoke before his eyes and leaving four
 hundred thousand invading Frenchmen without food or
 shelter in the heart of a frozen desert; while the
 ponderous deep-throated bell of the Kremlin, sounding
 the alarm, booms on above the rush and roar of the
 flames, the crash of falling buildings, the shrieks of the
 wounded, burned alive in the hospitals, and all the
 confused terror of frenzy and destruction.'-Yours, &c.,
 295, Wells Road, Bristol. CHARLES H. BISHOP.

 September 6, 1920.

 CHRONOLOGY OF THE RISING SEVENTH
 SIR,-I am particularly anxious to establish the

 chronology of two progressions in which a 7th is
 allowed to rise, viz. : (I.) on the subdominant (major or
 minor) resolving on 7 on the supertonic; and (2.) 7 on the
 supertonic resolving on 6 on the leading note, as :

 ::- 5-- C ---

 7 7 6
 5 5 5
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 Can any of your readers kindly furnish an example,
 preferably from the works of J. S. Bach, but in no case
 later than 1759? I find it first mentioned in C. G.
 Schroter's 'Deutliche Anweisung zum General-Bass'
 ('Clear Guide to Thorough-bass'), completed in 1754,
 though not published till 1772. With regard to the
 second, F. W. Marpurg in his treatise on 'Thorough-Bass,'
 1759, giving an example in three-part harmony :

 7~

 says : 'It is fundamentally wrong and irregular, use it who
 may! Strict musicians improve this progression-even
 though the figures prescribe the contrary-by interposing
 a note of resolution as follows':

 I,~ r~9~

 Philip Emanuel Bach, in Part 2 of his 'Versuch,' 1762,
 gives the following example, which is similar to Marpurg's
 so far as the rising of the 7th and its resolution on a
 on the leading-note are concerned :

 71Z;I -o-

 76*
 If s

 of which he says: 'I leave it to composers to avail them-
 selves of this licence in a suitable manner, and here merely
 make accompanists acquainted with it.'

 The b in the last example is of course merely an old
 way of expressing #-Yours, &c., T. T. ARNOLD.

 Vine Cottage, Streatley-on-Thames.
 August 5, 1920.

 P.S. in the Example from P. E. Bach the figuring

 S (on # C) is of course equivalent to 5 being com-
 monly used to denote an imperfect 5th, whether diatonic
 or not.

 SUGGESTED RAILWAY CONCESSION TO
 MUSICIANS

 SIR,-Will you allow me the courtesy of your valuable
 columns in order to bring the following matter before
 musicians, and particularly concert artists?

 The increased charges in railway travelling are going to
 hit musicians of all kinds harder than almost any trade or
 profession. Before the present increase it was difficult to
 make anything out of an ordinary fee when the engagement
 involved a lengthy railway journey; but now it is a hopeless
 business. And if it is hard on artists with a recognised
 position, how much more so on those who are still little
 known, and who have to make their name by accepting, at
 a purely nominal fee, engagements which will give them an
 opportunity of appearing under good conditions. You know
 already that it is impossible for a beginner-even when
 talented-to secure a good position in London musical
 circles until an apprenticeship has been served and experience
 gained in the provinces.
 There is another point. Those who have reached a

 certain eminence in their particular branch of the profession
 of music are expected to be always at the top of their form,
 otherwise they would soon lose their position. But an
 artist's nerves are a delicate part of his make-up, and a long
 journey in a crowded third-class carriage is not the best
 preparation for an evening's concentrated work. Most
 of the artists with whom I am acquainted are at their
 wits' end how to reconcile their ordinary fee with a journey
 which may involve the expenditure of a large sum in
 travelling first-class.

 A single journey performed under uncomfortable conditions
 is no great matter, but when this has to be done three or
 four times a wveek during the whole, season, it is a different
 affair. To look at it from a purely commercial standpoint,
 theatrical people and 'variety' artists are granted certain
 concessions in travelling-I believe three-quarter fares-yet
 they do not travel so often for such long distances as concert
 artists. Generally, theatrical folk make one journey a week.
 We, on the other hand, make a separate journey for each
 engagement, and in this way represent far more business to
 the railway companies. Besides this, we are responsible,
 indirectly, for a vast amount of railway traffic. I might
 mention my own case as an example. As conductor of the
 Hall6 Manchester Orchestra I am concerned not only as
 regards myself, but as regards all the artists who will come
 from London, &c., to perform for us; and there are also
 the numerous occasions on which I take the Orchestra to
 different towns. Does it not seem just that we of the
 musical profession should enjoy the same privilege as the
 members of any music-hall entertainment? It is true that
 there are certain conditions which they must Fulfil, such as
 travelling in parties of not less than five; but those
 conditions could easily be adjusted to suit our case.

 It is evident that the concessions I refer to as being
 enjoyed by theatrical people have been obtained because
 they have a Union or Society to represent them, and that is
 where I come to the real purpose of this letter. It seems
 to me that the only Society which may fairly be said to
 represent musicians generally is the British Music Society,
 and I think it is through this Society that any efforts would
 have the best chance of success. The matter is really one
 of great importance, and closely connected with the helping
 of British music generally, and in a very practical way; and
 I very much hope that you will be interested in my
 suggestion, and that the President of the British Music
 Society, Lord Howard de Walden, may be induced to lend
 his great influence to help this effort.

 Besides greatly improving the lot of musicians, it would
 put the British Music Society in an absolutely unassailable
 position, for I would suggest that membership of this
 Society should be the first requisite. It is necessary that in
 any representations made to the proper quarter we should
 be represented by a Society that included all branches of
 the profession; and the British Music Society is the only
 Society we have that fulfils this requirement.

 The possession of a card of membership of the British
 Music Society, presented by the holder at a ticket office,
 should be sufficient to gain the advantage of some reduction
 on the usual fare.

 I am so aware of the real hardships suffered by the
 members of our profession, especially by the less fortunate
 members, that I am willing to do all in my power to help.
 I believe that if our case could be fairly stated to Sir Eric
 Geddes it would meet with sympathetic consideration; and
 so far as I am concerned, I should be willing to promise that
 a deputation-including the heads of each branch of music
 -could be got together to further this most necessary reform.

 As a first step, may I ask that all those desiious of
 securing concessions from the Ministry of Transport should
 at once send their names in support of the deputation to
 Mr. Frank Solman, Secretary, British Music Society,
 19, Berners Street, London, W.I.-Yours, &c.,

 Io, Grove End Road, HAMILTON HARTY.
 St. John's Wood, N.W.8.

 August 20, 1920.

 Obituary
 We regret to record the following death :

 BROOK SAMPSON, which occurred at his residence,
 36, Carlisle Road, Hove, on August 2. A native of
 Leeds, he early showed great talent. He became a pupil
 of Dr. Spark, the organist of Leeds Town Hall, and at
 the age of twenty-two was admitted a Fellow of the
 Royal College of Organists, taking the Mus. Bac. (Oxon.)
 three years later. He was known in the musical world
 as an eminent authority on Bach, being the author of a
 masterly book, 'A Digest of the Analyses of J. S. Bach's
 Forty-eight Fugues from " Das Wohltemperirte Klavier,"'
 and other studious works.
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